Hiya, Friends!

Join Minnie Mouse and Daisy Duck on an exciting Bow-tique adventure! The ribbons are cut and ready to be made into Bubble Bee Bows for the Honey Festival. But Bow-Bot Robot is out of control—what to do, what to do?

Be bold and create your own fun adventure with these Minnie Bow-Bot Robot activity cards from the Disney Bedtime Adventure Box. Simply cut along the dotted lines on the sheet. Then mix up the cards and select one at random from each category: Bath Time, Get into PJs, Brush Teeth, Bedtime and Storytime.

After completing all five activities, mark your progress for the night on the rewards chart shown below.

Happy travels, adventurer!
Minnie needs the Bow-tique to shine, shine, shine! Time to polish your pearly whites.

Play a game of peek-a-boo as you pop your head and legs out of your pajamas.

Let’s get ready for the Honey Festival — show Cuckoo-Loca how to rub-a-dub-dub in the bathtub.

Let’s read Minnie and Daisy’s Bow-tique. But first, tell us what you’d like Minnie and Daisy’s Bow-tique to be about.

Minnie and Daisy agree that working with robots is hard work. Time to get some rest.

Discover two books in Minnie’s Bow-tique and describe what each might be about from their covers.

Snuggle with your favorite soft toy, close your eyes and show Bow-Bot Robot how we go to sleep.

Show us your best robot moves and demonstrate how Bow-Bot Robot might brush his teeth.

Go to Minnie and Daisy’s Bow-tique. Which snugly outfit will you pick tonight?

So close your eyes and show Bow-Bot Robot how we go to sleep.

Show us your best robot moves and demonstrate how Bow-Bot Robot might brush his teeth.

Go to Minnie and Daisy’s Bow-tique. Which snugly outfit will you pick tonight?

Bows! Bow-Bot Robot is making a terrible mess. But first, tell us about your Bow-tique.

Oh, no! Minnie’s Bow-Bot Grabber is making a terrible mess! But first, tell us about your Bow-tique.

Hurry, jump into your bows out of PJ’s. But first, tell us about your Bow-tique.

Buzz, buzz! Minnie is working on a busy bee and collecting your favorite bath toys to take with you to the bathtub!

Help Minnie, Daisy and Cuckoo-Loca slow down Bow-Bot Robot with a soothing lullaby.

Pick a book to take with you to the Honey Festival. What kind of story do you think everyone would like to hear?
Rewards Chart

1. Make bows for the honey festival
2. Bring a bow-making robot to the boutique
3. A chair, curtains and a ladder are made into bows
4. The remote pops and Bow-Bot won’t stop
5. Making bows are what Bow-Bot knows
6. Bow-Bot works so quickly, she runs out of ribbon
7. Use a bow-grabber to push Bow-Bot’s off button
8. There’s no business like b-b-b-bow business
9. Power Bow-Bot to work at normal speed
10. Push a button to make Bow-Bot move faster
11. Tempt Bow-Bot with shiny ribbon
12. Bow-Bot wraps Cuckoo-Loca in a bow
13. A chair, curtains and a ladder are made into bows
14. The remote pops and Bow-Bot won’t stop
15. Making bows are what Bow-Bot knows
16. Bow-Bot works so quickly, she runs out of ribbon
17. Use a bow-grabber to push Bow-Bot’s off button
18. There’s no business like b-b-b-bow business
19. Power Bow-Bot to work at normal speed
20. Push a button to make Bow-Bot move faster
21. Tempt Bow-Bot with shiny ribbon
22. Bow-Bot wraps Cuckoo-Loca in a bow
23. A chair, curtains and a ladder are made into bows
24. The remote pops and Bow-Bot won’t stop
25. Making bows are what Bow-Bot knows
26. Bow-Bot works so quickly, she runs out of ribbon
27. Use a bow-grabber to push Bow-Bot’s off button
28. There’s no business like b-b-b-bow business
29. Power Bow-Bot to work at normal speed
30. Push a button to make Bow-Bot move faster